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ALL-DIAGONAL SIX-SQUARES WITH FAMILIAR WORDS 
REX GOOCH 
Letchworth Garden City, Herts, England 
rexgooch@ntlworld .com 
I have previously attempted to find word squares with words as diagonals for squares of order 9, 8, 
and 7. As the order of the square decreases, it becomes possible to use more familiar words. The 
six rows and three diagonals of six-squares make nine words: in all the examples in this article, the 
majority of the nine words are in the mo t-used 87,000 words (British National Corpus): in the best 
square, just two word do not appear in the top 87,000. It is then no surpri se to find that all bar 
relatively few words are in the OED as headwords. Given the stringent criteria, I found just 1965 
squares, dependent upon 374 reversible words and 319 palindromes. Unfortunately, the squares 
with the largest number of most-used words tend to have boring palindromes, so I have given a 
election of palindromes, even though the squares contain less popular word. Following each 
square are the diagonals, as read from NE or SW, NW, and SE. The notation '4:' after a square 
gives an alternative for the fourth row. 
In the following square, all except ETERNE 
and EEEEE are in the top 87,000 words 
(slieve is the Irish for mountain) 
S LIE V E Macquarie, or OED piper 
LEN TEN [Ib 1884 
INV ENT 
ETERNE 






Sevres, the porcelain 
The following squares have 6 of their 9 words 






EST E R S plural 
diagonals as above 






























Sevres, the porcelain 
Web2 
• 
diagonals as above 















diagonals as above 
STABLE 
TIP L E R see tippler 
A P N E A L see Web2 apnea 
BLENDE 
LEADEN 
E R LEN D Erlend 0ye, pop star 
EEEEEE EE-EE-EE, EDD 
SINNED 
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PRE N S A La Prensa is widely quoted 
LEI S E R see leisure 
E D DAR D EDD, form ofedder 
diagonals as above 
These squares have 5 words in the top 87,000 
ACTORS 
C RES E T cresset, 1730q, or Web3 
TEO THE [ cresset 
o S T MEN Ostmen 
REHEAT 
S TEN T S stent 
SETTES plural of sette 
AROMAS 





























county, North Carolina 
Web2 
plural 









ear rot, Web2 




E E E E E E EE-EE-EE EDD 
G E N RES plural 
A ERN D E remde 
REEDER 
DESERT 














forename and place 
scree 










forename, Orrefors, 1929q 
town, Catania Province, Italy 
Pcon, shoe-width 
SEVRES Sevres, the china 
SERVES 
or 2: MEDIAN, 5: ANDERS (lunar crater) 
All the following have the same diagonals, viz: 
EEEEEE EE-EE-EE, EDD 








or 4: YHERNE, 5: RENNER 
SPLAKE 




E DE R S 
S T I ED E 
T E E 
I E T 
E ER E 
DE I E R 
E TER 










Web2, below line 
see lectern 



























EEL E R Seeler 
or 4: REVELL, 5: BELTER 
SACHET 
A IOU E A Aiouea crispa forbesii, ITIS 
CON E R [plant 
HU NER 




DENNIS my brother, a make of truck 
or I: SACRET (sacreng, sacrel), 4: RUNNER 
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SACKED 
A IOU E A Aiouea crispa forbesii , ITIS 
C ON N E R [ plant 
KUNNEN 
E E E E E E EE-EE-EE, EDD 
DAR N ED 
DENNED den 3 
SINNED 
DENNIS my brother, a make of truck 
or I : SACRED, 4: RUNNET, 6: DARTED 
S ASS E R 
A IO UE A 
S O NN ET 
SUNNET 
EEEEEE 








my brother, a make of truck 
The following squares have these diagonals: 
EEEEEE EE-EE-EE, EDD 
SINNED 
DENNIS my brother, a make of truck 
SPEAL E 
PIN G E D ping, verb 
E N N E AD 
AGENDA 
LEADER 
E D DAR D EDD, [01111 of edder 




PRE N S A La Prensa is widely quoted 
PEl S E R 
E D DAR D EDD, form of edder 




I TEN D E i-tende 
DEADEN 



































Web2, or uro-, 1900q 
Ellllani, Latvia 
eg Sainte Chapelle 
plural of noun 
EDD or place 
Fender Stratocasters 
Web2, below line 
Aiouea crispa forbesii , ITIS 
[plant 
EE-EE-EE, EDD 
'Doing a Gerald Ratner' · 
• now describes any business gaffe. He 
notoriously described a sherry decanter as ' tol 1 
crap' in a speech: he ran the chain of jewell ry 
shops selling it. 








EEEEEE EE-EE-EE EDD 

















Sevres, the porcelain 







EEEEEE EE-EE-EE, EDD 
SINNET 
TENNIS 
or 1: STEYLE, 2: TINSEY 
































S I E R S E 




diagonal as above 













EEL SET eel-set 





A six-square with its top row equal to its NW 
diagonal is to be found in W83-26. All words 
are in the OED as headwords, or are in the most 
used 87,000 words, except where noted. EDD = 
English Dialect Dictionary. Pcon = . 
Palindromicon. ITIS = database of US Dept. of 
Agriculture. 
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